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Scheduler

Description

Embodiments of the present invention relate to a scheduler for scheduling test times of a

plurality of tester software environments for an automatic test equipment. Further

embodiments relate to a method for scheduling test times of a plurality of tester software

environments for an automatic test equipment. Some embodiments relate to a sequence

control system that enables multiuser access to a tester.

As the complexity of integrated circuits (IC) is increasing, the development of test

programs needed to verify on an IC tester if the integrated circuits are functioning properly

is a task that is performed by several test engineers in parallel. Each test engineer is

developing some parts of the test program. When a test engineer has finished a part of

the test program he needs to check if his part and the until then commonly developed test

program is working as expected. To do so he needs the IC itself and an IC tester, which is

executing the test program. Because IC testers are very expensive the test engineers

share the IC tester to save costs, as will become clear from the discussion of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a typical setup for a multiuser access to an IC

tester. Each software engineer 10_1 to 10_3 has his own computer 12_1 to 12_3 where

he develops the part of the test program he is responsible for. Each computer 12_1 to

12_3 is connected to a central computer 14 which is connected to an IC tester (or

automatic test equipment) 16. The central computer 14 controls the IC tester 16. To do

this sharing there is some overhead associated to the engineers 10_1 to 10_3.

(1) The engineers need to coordinate test times between each other.

(2) Block the IC tester 16.

(3) Install the test program on the central computer 14.

(4) Check if the tester 16 is configured correctly and make corrections if needed.

(5) Execute the test.

(6) Get test results from the IC tester 16 to local computer for further data analysis.

(7) Reset the IC tester 16 in a pre-defined state.

(8) Release the IC tester 16.



This is time consuming and error-prone, as configuration changes on the C tester and/or

software environment made by a predecessor may be overlooked and lead to wrong

measurement results.

Therefore, it is the object of the present invention to provide a concept that avoids the

above mentioned disadvantages.

This object is solved by the independent claims.

Embodiments of the present invention provide a scheduler for scheduling test times of a

plurality of tester software environments for an automatic test equipment. The scheduler is

configured to automatically assign test times to the plurality of tester software

environments, to acquire test instructions from a tester software environment of the

plurality of tester software environments to which a current test time is assigned, to control

the automatic test equipment to perform a test according to the test instructions in order to

obtain test results, and to provide the test results to the tester software environment of the

plurality of tester software environments to which the current test time is assigned.

According to the concept of the present invention, a simplified access to an automatic test

equipment and reliable measurement results can be achieved by a scheduler. The

scheduler automatically assigns test times to the plurality of tester software environments,

for example, in response to a request for a test time. Further, the scheduler acquires the

corresponding test instructions, such as a test programs and a tester configuration, and

controls the automatic test equipment to perform the corresponding test. After performing

the test the scheduler provides the test results to the corresponding tester software

environment and optionally sets the automatic test equipment to a predefined state, such

that a subsequent test provides reliable test results.

Further embodiments provide a method for scheduling test times of a plurality of tester

software environments for an automatic test equipment. The method comprises

automatically assigning test times to the plurality of tester software environments,

acquiring test instructions from a tester software environment of the plurality of tester

software environments to which a current test time is assigned, controlling the automatic

test equipment to perform a test according to the test instructions in order to obtain test



results, and providing the test results to the tester software environment of the plurality of

tester software environments to which the current test time is assigned.

Embodiments of the present invention are described herein making reference to the

appended figures.

Fig. 1 shows a schematic block diagram of a typical setup for a multiuser access

to a tester;

Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a scheduler for scheduling test times

of a plurality of tester software environments for an automatic test

equipment, according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 3 shows a schematic block diagram of a scheduler for scheduling test times

of a plurality of tester software environments for an automatic test

equipment, according to a further embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 4 shows a schematic block diagram of a scheduler for scheduling test times

of a plurality of tester software environments for an automatic test

equipment, according to a further embodiment of the present invention; and

Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of a method for scheduling test times of a plurality of

tester software environments for an automatic test equipment, according to

an embodiment of the present invention.

Equal or equivalent elements or elements with equal or equivalent functionality are

denoted in the following description by equal or equivalent reference numerals.

In the following description, a plurality of details are set forth to provide a more thorough

explanation of embodiments of the present invention. However, it will be apparent to those

skilled in the art that embodiments of the present invention may be practiced without these

specific details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block

diagram form rather than in detail in order to avoid obscuring embodiments of the present

invention. In addition, features of the different embodiments described hereinafter may be

combined with each other, unless specifically noted otherwise.



Fig. 2 shows a schematic block diagram of a scheduler 100 for scheduling test times of a

plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) for an automatic test

equipment 104. The scheduler 100 is configured to automatically assign test times to the

plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2), to acquire test

instructions (e.g., a tester program and/or tester configuration) from a tester software

environment of the plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n =2) to

which a current test time is assigned (e.g. the first tester software environment 102_1 , to

control the automatic test equipment 104 to perform a test according to the test

instructions in order to obtain test results, and to provide the test results to the tester

software environment of the plurality of tests of software environments 102_1 to 102_n to

which the current test time is assigned.

In embodiments, after performing the test of the tester software environment to which the

current test time is assigned (e.g. the first tester software environment 102_1), the

scheduler 100 may acquire test instructions from a tester software environment of the

plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) to which a subsequent

test time is assigned (e.g. the second tester software environment 02_2) and to control

the automatic test equipment to perform a test according to the test instructions in order to

obtain test results, and to provide the test results to the tester software environment of the

plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) to which the subsequent

test time is assigned (e.g. the second tester software environment 102_2).

Note that although in Fig. 2 two tester software environments are shown, the scheduler

100 can be configured to schedule test times of up to n tester software environments

102_1 to 102_n for an automatic test equipment 104, wherein n is a natural number equal

to or greater than one, n ≥ 1. In some embodiments n is a natural number equal to or

greater than two, n ≥ 2 .

Embodiments overcome the overhead described in the introduction of the present patent

application and will lead to more reliable measurement results.

Further, embodiments provide an automatic sequence flow. For the test engineers this

scenario will look very similar to a scenario where each test engineer has its own IC tester

104, except when two or more test engineers want to run a test program on the IC tester

104 at the same time.



Fig. 3 shows a schematic block diagram of a scheduler 100 for scheduling test times of

the plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) for an automatic test

equipment 104. As shown in Fig. 3 , the scheduler 100 may be implemented on a central

computer (or central machine) 106 controlling the automatic test equipment 104. Further,

the plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) may run on a plurality

of computers 108_1 to 108_n (n = 2) connected to the central computer 106.

In embodiments, on the central computer 106 also a tester software environment 110 may

run, wherein the scheduler 100 may be configured to control the tester software

environment running on (or executed on) the central computer 106.

In embodiments, the same tester software environment may run on the plurality of

computers 108_1 to 108_n (n = 2) and on the central computer 106.

In embodiments the scheduler 100 may be configured to control the tester software

environment running on the central computer 106 to acquire the test instructions, such as

the test program and the tester configuration, from the tester software environment of the

plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) to which the current test

time is assigned, to control the tester software environment running on the central

computer 106 to control the automatic test equipment 104 to perform the test according

to the test instructions in order to obtain the test results, and to control the tester software

environment running on the central computer 106 to provide the test results to the tester

software environment of the plurality of tester software environments 02_ 1 to 102_n to

which the current test time is assigned.

In other words, Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the sequence control system. In the block

diagram a setup for two test engineers is illustrated, but the setup can be easily extended

for several software engineers.

Each test engineer has its own computer (or machine) 08_ 1 to 108_n (n = 2) where the

tester software 102_1 to 102_n (n =2) is installed. Each computer (or machine) 108_1 to

108_n (n = 2) contains the complete setup/configuration of the IC tester 104, the test

program and the last results of the executed test of the test engineer.

When a test program should be executed a message is sent to the scheduler 100. This



can be done by a small program installed on the test engineer's computer (or machine)

108_1 to 108_n (n = 2), e.g. the control block 1 2 to 12_n (n = 2) in Fig. 3 .

The scheduler 100 will check if another test program is executed. If another test program

is executed the test engineer will be notified that the tester 104 is busy and the test-

program execution will be delayed until the tester 104 is freed up. If several requests

come in in parallel they will be executed in the order first received, first executed. The

scheduler 100 will start the test program execution once the tester 14 is freed up. If the

tester 104 is idle at the time the request comes in the execution will be started

immediately.

The test execution contains the following steps:

(1) Tester configuration and test program are copied and installed on the

central machine 106.

(2) The test program is executed.

(3) The scheduler 100 is notified that the test program is executed.

(4) All test results and log files are copied to the machine of the test-engineer.

(5) The test engineer is notified that the test program was executed and the

results are available.

This setup can be extended by using more than one IC tester 104 to increase the test

capacity. In this case the scheduler 100 would transfer the tester configuration and test

program to the next available tester. All following steps would stay the same.

Embodiments could also be used to control a complete test-cell (IC tester 104 and handler

or prober) to execute test-runs with a large number of chips.

By using virtualization technology the tester's machine can run on the central machine

106 as virtual machines or containers, as will become clear from the discussion of Fig. 4 .

Fig. 4 shows a schematic block diagram of a scheduler 100 for scheduling test times of a

plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to 102_n (n = 2) for an automatic test

equipment 104. As shown in Fig. 4 , the plurality of tester software environments 102_1 to

102_n (n = 2) can run on the central computer 106 as virtual machines or containers

14_1 to 14_n (n = 2). In embodiments, a hypervisor 116 on the central computer (or

central machine) 106 may control the access to the tester 104. Only one virtual machine



or container at a time may have access to the tester 104. The test engineers have access

to the virtual machines or container 114_1 to 14_n (n = 2) in parallel. Access can be

provided by a terminal or another computer. The advantage of this solution is that the

machines of the test engineers are all running on the central computer (or central

machine) 106 and the tester program, configuration and test results do not need to be

copied to and from the central computer (or central machine) 106 to the test engineers'

computers and vice versa. Therefore, the switching time between different test engineers

can be significantly reduced. The control sequence is now the following.

When a test program should be executed a message is sent to the scheduler 100. The

scheduler 100 will check if another test program is executed. If another test program is

executed the test engineer will be notified that the tester 04 is busy and the program will

be executed once the tester 104 is freed up. The scheduler 100 will start the test program

execution once the tester 104 is freed up. If the tester 104 is idle at the time the request

comes in the execution will be started immediately.

The test execution is structured in the following way:

The test engineer's virtual machine or container will be connected to the IC

tester 104.

Tester configuration and test program are send to the IC-Tester 104.

The test program is executed.

Test results and log files are send to the virtual machine or container.

Fig. 5 shows a flowchart of a method 200 for scheduling test times of tester software

environments for an automatic test equipment. The method comprises a step 202 of

automatically assigning test times to the plurality of tester software environments, a step

204 of acquiring test instructions from a tester software environment of the plurality of

tester software environments to which a current test time is assigned, a step 206 of

controlling the automatic test equipment to perform a test according to the test instructions

in order to obtain test results, and a step 208 of providing the test results to the tester

software environment of the plurality of tester software environments to which the current

test time is assigned.

Although some aspects have been described in the context of an apparatus, it is clear that

these aspects also represent a description of the corresponding method, where a block or



device corresponds to a method step or a feature of a method step. Analogously, aspects

described in the context of a method step also represent a description of a corresponding

block or item or feature of a corresponding apparatus. Some or all of the method steps

may be executed by (or using) a hardware apparatus, like for example, a microprocessor,

a programmable computer or an electronic circuit. In some embodiments, some one or

more of the most important method steps may be executed by such an apparatus.

Depending on certain implementation requirements, embodiments of the invention can be

implemented in hardware or in software. The implementation can be performed using a

digital storage medium, for example a floppy disk, a DVD, a Blu-Ray, a CD, a ROM, a

PROM, an EPROM, an EEPROM or a FLASH memory, having electronically readable

control signals stored thereon, which cooperate (or are capable of cooperating) with a

programmable computer system such that the respective method is performed. Therefore,

the digital storage medium may be computer readable.

Some embodiments according to the invention comprise a data carrier having

electronically readable control signals, which are capable of cooperating with a

programmable computer system, such that one of the methods described herein is

performed.

Generally, embodiments of the present invention can be implemented as a computer

program product with a program code, the program code being operative for performing

one of the methods when the computer program product runs on a computer. The

program code may for example be stored on a machine readable carrier.

Other embodiments comprise the computer program for performing one of the methods

described herein, stored on a machine readable carrier.

In other words, an embodiment of the inventive method is, therefore, a computer program

having a program code for performing one of the methods described herein, when the

computer program runs on a computer.

A further embodiment of the inventive methods is, therefore, a data carrier (or a digital

storage medium, or a computer-readable medium) comprising, recorded thereon, the

computer program for performing one of the methods described herein. The data carrier,



the digital storage medium or the recorded medium are typically tangible and/or non-

transitionary.

A further embodiment of the inventive method is, therefore, a data stream or a sequence

of signals representing the computer program for performing one of the methods

described herein. The data stream or the sequence of signals may for example be

configured to be transferred via a data communication connection, for example via the

Internet.

A further embodiment comprises a processing means, for example a computer, or a

programmable logic device, configured to or adapted to perform one of the methods

described herein.

A further embodiment comprises a computer having installed thereon the computer

program for performing one of the methods described herein.

A further embodiment according to the invention comprises an apparatus or a system

configured to transfer (for example, electronically or optically) a computer program for

performing one of the methods described herein to a receiver. The receiver may, for

example, be a computer, a mobile device, a memory device or the like. The apparatus or

system may, for example, comprise a file server for transferring the computer program to

the receiver .

In some embodiments, a programmable logic device (for example a field programmable

gate array) may be used to perform some or all of the functionalities of the methods

described herein. In some embodiments, a field programmable gate array may cooperate

with a microprocessor in order to perform one of the methods described herein. Generally,

the methods are preferably performed by any hardware apparatus.

The above described embodiments are merely illustrative for the principles of the present

invention. It is understood that modifications and variations of the arrangements and the

details described herein will be apparent to others skilled in the art. It is the intent,

therefore, to be limited only by the scope of the impending patent claims and not by the

specific details presented by way of description and explanation of the embodiments

herein.



Claims

Scheduler (100) for scheduling test times of a plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) for an automatic test equipment (104), wherein the

scheduler (100) is configured to automatically assign test times to the plurality of

tester software environments (102_1 :102_n), to acquire test instructions from a

tester software environment of the plurality of tester software environments

(102_1 :102_n) to which a current test time is assigned, to control the automatic

test equipment (104) to perform a test according to the test instructions in order to

obtain test results, and to provide the test results to the tester software

environment of the plurality of tester software environments (102_1 :102_n) to

which the current test time is assigned.

Scheduler (100) according to claim 1, wherein the scheduler (100) runs on a

central computer (106) controlling the automatic test equipment (104).

Scheduler (100) according to claim 2 , wherein the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1:102_n) are running on a plurality of computers

(108_1 :108_n) connected to the central computer (106).

Scheduler (100) according to claim 2, wherein the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) are running on the central computer (106) as virtual

machines or containers ( 14_1 :114_n).

Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 4 , wherein the scheduler (100)

s further configured to set the automatic test equipment (104) to an initial state

before and/or after performing the test.

Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 5 , wherein the scheduler (100)

is further configured to automatically assign the test times to the to the plurality of

tester software environments (102_1 :102_n) using a first-come first-serve

principle.

7 . Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 6 , wherein the test instructions

include a tester program and/or a tester configuration.



Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 7 , wherein a controller

( 1 2_ : 12_n) is associated to each of the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1:102_n), wherein the controller ( 1 12_1 : 1 12_n) is configured

to request a test time from the scheduler (100).

System, comprising:

an automatic test equipment (104);

a central computer (106) controlling the automatic test equipment (104), wherein a

scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 8 is running on the central

computer (106); and

a plurality of computers (108_1 :108_n), wherein the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) are running on the plurality of computers

(108_1 :108_n).

System, comprising:

an automatic test equipment (104);

a central computer (106) controlling the automatic test equipment (104), wherein a

scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 8 is running on the central

computer (106), and wherein the plurality of tester software environments

(102_1 :102_n) are running on the central computer (106) as virtual machines or

containers ( 1 14_1 : 1 14_n).

Method (200) for scheduling test times of tester software environments for an

automatic test equipment, the method comprising:

automatically assigning (202) test times to the plurality of tester software

environments;

acquiring (204) test instructions from a tester software environment of the plurality

of tester software environments to which a current test time is assigned;



controlling (206) the automatic test equipment to perform a test according to the

test instructions in order to obtain test results;

providing (208) the test results to the tester software environment of the plurality of

tester software environments to which the current test time is assigned.

Computer program for performing a method according to claim .



AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 26 February 201 6 (26.02.201 6)

Scheduler (100) for scheduling test times of a plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) for an automatic test equipment (104), wherein the

scheduler (100) is configured to automatically assign test times to the plurality of

tester software environments (102_1 :102_n), to acquire test instructions from a

tester software environment of the plurality of tester software environments

(102_1 :102_n) to which a current test time is assigned, to control the automatic

test equipment (104) to perform a test according to the test instructions in order to

obtain test results, and to provide the test results to the tester software

environment of the plurality of tester software environments (102_1:102_n) to

which the current test time is assigned wherein the scheduler (100) is further

configured to set the automatic test equipment (104) to an initial state before

and/or after performing the test.

Scheduler (100) according to claim 1, wherein the scheduler (100) runs on a

central computer (106) controlling the automatic test equipment (104).

Scheduler (100) according to claim 2 , wherein the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) are running on a plurality of computers

(108_1 :108_n) connected to the central computer (106).

Scheduler (100) according to claim 2 , wherein the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) are running on the central computer (106) as virtual

machines or containers ( 1 14_1 : 1 14_n).

Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 4 , wherein the scheduler (100)

is further configured to automatically assign the test times to the to the plurality of

tester software environments (102_1 :102_n) using a first-come first-serve

principle.

Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 5 , wherein the test instructions

include a tester program and/or a tester configuration.



Scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 6 , wherein a controller

( 2_ :1 2_n) is associated to each of the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1:102_n), wherein the controller ( 1 12_1 : 1 12_n) is configured

to request a test time from the scheduler (100).

System, comprising:

an automatic test equipment (104);

a central computer (106) controlling the automatic test equipment (104), wherein a

scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 7 is running on the central

computer (106); and

a plurality of computers (108_1 :108_n), wherein the plurality of tester software

environments (102_1 :102_n) are running on the plurality of computers

(108_1 :108_n).

System, comprising:

an automatic test equipment (104);

a central computer (106) controlling the automatic test equipment (104), wherein a

scheduler (100) according to one of the claims 1 to 7 is running on the central

computer (106), and wherein the plurality of tester software environments

(102_1 :102_n) are running on the central computer (106) as virtual machines or

containers ( 1 14_1:1 14_n).

Method (200) for scheduling test times of tester software environments for an

automatic test equipment, the method comprising:

automatically assigning (202) test times to the plurality of tester software

environments;

acquiring (204) test instructions from a tester software environment of the plurality

of tester software environments to which a current test time is assigned;



controlling (206) the automatic test equipment to perform a test according to the

test instructions in order to obtain test results;

providing (208) the test results to the tester software environment of the plurality of

tester software environments to which the current test time is assigned

setting the automatic test equipment to an initial state before and/or after

performing the test.

Computer program for performing a method according to claim 10.
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